INTRODUCTION
A FAMILY of inequalities concerning inner products of vectors and functions began with Cauchy. The extensions and generalizations later led to the inequalities of Schwarz, Minkowski and Holder. The well known Holder inequality involves the inner product of vectors measured by Minkowski norms. In this paper, another step of extension is taken so that a Holder type inequality may apply to general, paired non-Euclidean norms. We restrict the discussion to finite dimensional spaces. A theorem is established for such generalized Holder inequality together with its sharpness condition.
The new sharpness condition involves the gradient of the norm function. The previous inequalities of this type and their associated sharpness conditions become special cases of this new inequality which is a fundamental primal-dual relation of two spaces defined by paired norms on their respective elements. Given an arbitrarily defined primal norm in one space, a method is presented for constructing the dual norm in the other. The generalized Holder inequality is the basis for many known minimax (duality) theorems in applied fields. Particular examples of this duality are found in mathematical models of plastic behavior.
Inequalities appear frequently in algebra, geometry and analysis. This form of mathematical statements is so prevalent that it is difficult to state their relevance and applications exhaustively.
Inequalities are used to demarcate numbers, vectors, matrices and functions, e.g. to be positive definite; to define sets, norm measures, convexity of sets and functions; to compare and bound functions with another function just to name a few. There are books devoted exclusively to inequalities [ 11. A class of inequalities concerning inner products of vectors and functions can be grouped into two frequently encountered ones in literature although one is a special case of the other. The Schwarz inequality applies to the Euclidean and Hilbert spaces [2] . The Holder inequality extends the concept to certain non-Euclidean and non-Hilbert spaces associated with a specific family of norm measures defined by Minkowski [3] . We shall restrict our discussion to finite dimensional spaces. A further extension of the Holder inequality is presented in this paper for general paired non-Euclidean spaces. The familiar Schwarz inequality for the Euclidean space R" can be stated for the inner product IX'YI 5 Il~ll*llYll29 (1) where x, y are vectors in R", t transposes a vector and I( -II2 denotes the Euclidean norm. The equality holds if y = CYX, ci~R,
i.e. the two vectors are colinear. The inequality (1) is often used in the upper bounding process of a mathematical analysis. A "sharp" upper bound that includes the equality case is vitally important in the field of functional analysis [4] and its applications. Obviously, a function that is bounded above has a finite supremum. The maximum of a function is contained in the range of a sharp upper bound function. Therefore a search for the least upper bound (supremum) will help recover the maximum of the original function. This indirect method of finding the maximum of a function will fail if its upper bound function is not sharp. The sharpness condition (2) for the Schwarz inequality does not hold in a general real vector space R" when non-Euclidean norm measures are used. The co-linearity condition in (2) will have to be modified for it to retain general validity.
In the present paper, we intend to study norms llxllo,, , ll~ll(~, in R" such that
for all x, y E R", and to determine conditions under which equality holds in this relation (sharpness). This pair of norms are thought of as having a dual relation implied by their subscript, (,n) for primal, and (d) for dual. One of these norms can be arbitrarily defined. We use parentheses on the subscripts p and d to emphasize generality and to prevent confusion with the Minkowski norms.
The following simple example illustrates our point. Consider the two norms in R2, llxllrn = max(Ix,l, 1x2/) and llylli = lyil + Iy21. It is well known that Ix'yl I llxllrnllylll for all x, y E R2, and that equality holds under a certain condition which, in general, is not colinearity of x and y. This can be seen in geometric terms by considering two unit vectors x, y E R2 in their respective norms IIxIL = maxiIx,l, Ix211 = 1, Clearly, all such vectors lie on two "unit circles", one in the form of a square for x and the other in the form of a diamond for y as shown in Fig Consider a specific vector x=(1 (w)', O<a<l.
The vector y in the direction of this x has the form
so that it has unit length as defined in (3) . The inner product of these two colinear vectors can be computed to yield x'y = (1 + c&(1 + CY) < 1.
Hence, the sharpness condition in (2) is not valid in general. The intuition, that an inner product of two vectors attains maximum (or minimum) when they are colinear, needs qualification. The sharpness condition for the dual vectors defined in (3) does exist and arises from certain specific pairing other than the colinearity of the two vectors. The pairing depends on the norm measures defined. We shall explain such pairing in a slightly more general setting than the l-norm and co-norm defined in (3).
MINKOWSKI NORMS AND HOLDER INEQUALITY
The family of Minkowski norms [4] for a vector x E R" is defined by The Holder inequality holds for any pair of such dual norms:
It is well known that the equality holds for 1 I p, q < co if either y, = ayJxilP-' sign(xJ or Xi = ~luil~-'
First, let us show that this sharpness result can be simply obtained by requiring that
where V is the gradient operator. When operated on a C' function of n variables, V produces a gradient vector in R". A gradient vector is normal to the level sets (contours) of the norm function. Thus, the condition for sharpness given in (11) can also be called the normality relation. The vectors satisfying (11) belong to a dual pair. To avoid the issue of lack of differentiability of certain norms, we postpone the discussion on the limiting cases (p, q = 1, a) in which the norms are Co functions. We shall show the equality case of (10) under one of the normality relations in (11) by first choosing a p-norm (1 < p < 00) for x then obtaining the components of y explicitly by
I where k > 0 is chosen as the proportional factor and the ranges of the sums overj and the index i are implied to span from 1 to n. Using (12), we can form the q-norm of y from its components and, with some simplification, obtain
which gives the proportional factor k an explicit expression. Again using (12) and (13), we can produce the inner product for the pair of dual vectors
The equality is thus obtained and the normality relation is the desired sharpness condition. The absolute bound on x'y is not needed here since k is chosen to be positive. Here relation (9) was used explicitly in proving relations (13) and (14). It will be demonstrated from the argument during the construction of dual norms in a later section. Inequalities (1) and (4) are special cases of (10) . The normality relation between dual vectors is not restricted to the family of Minkowski norms. This dual structure when applied to general non-Euclidean norms yields an inequality similar to that of Holder.
GENERALIZED HOLDER INEQUALITY FOR NON-EUCLIDEAN VECTOR SPACES
All norms share a common property as convex, nonnegative and homogeneous functions of degree one. One may arbitrarily define a norm as long as it satisfies the conditions (0 Usually, the definition of a primal norm (or seminorm) arises naturally from a specific application. A dual norm must be matched to the primal norm so that a theorem for the generalized Holder inequality may be stated below.
THEOREM. For any two vectors x, y e R" where x is measured by a properly defined primal norm (or seminorm), 11 * II cpj, there exists a dual norm (or seminorm) (I * Ilcdj such that the inequality
holds. The case of equality is attained when the sharpness or normality relation
holds.
Here we assume that (Ix[[(~, is a function of class C' for x # 0. The theorem, of course, covers the original Holder inequality (10) as a special case. We shall establish the equality case of (16) followed by a proof of the inequality. Then a systematic method to construct the dual norm from a given primal norm will be presented.
Along any ray, (x E R" : x = cxc, CY I 0) where c E R" is a nonzero constant vector, a norm function being homogeneous of degree one has a constant gradient. Furthermore, llxll = 0 when x = 0. Geometrically, a norm function llxll represents a cone in R"+l. All norm functions satisfy
Choosing a y according to (17) and forming the inner product with x, we obtain after applying (18) X
which proves the equality case stated in (16). Again, we have chosen a positive inner product.
Otherwise, an absolute bound on the inner product will be added to the left-hand side of (19). To prove the general inequality (16), we use the convexity property of the norm functions. Let the "unit sphere" for the primal norm be defined by the set S = (x E R": I&,) = l} (20)
as shown in Fig. 2 where x0 E S is an arbitrary vector (or a point).
At the point x0, there is a normal vector no = Vllxll~p~lx=xo (21) and a hyperplane P C R" passing through x0 and normal to no. Then P is the supporting hyperplane of S at x0 since the entire set S lies on one side of P. Since all norms are homogeneous functions of degree one, the origin 0 of R" lies strictly inside of the unit sphere in Fig. 2 . Therefore the origin and the set S lie on the same side of P. A line from the origin to a point z E P will intersect the unit sphere. Let this intersection be denoted by x E S as shown. Again using the properties of convexity and homogeneity of degree one of the primal norm, it is easy to deduce that this intersection is unique and satisfies 
such that only the dual vectors x0 and y,, which satisfy the normality relation (17) achieve equality. All other dual pairs x and y satisfy inequality (16). Since the vector x0 E S is arbitrarily chosen, the theorem is proven.
CONSTRUCTING THE DUAL NORM
The specific form of Ilyllcd, can be determined from a given IIx~J(~, . If the primal norm is given as a set of numerical data on a "unit sphere" as it may be the case in an engineering problem, then a local gradient can be computed approximately at each data point on the sphere. These gradient vectors will trace a "unit sphere" of the dual norm. This numerical method, although practical, may not be a satisfactory demonstration of the dual norm construction. We shall assume that the primal norm is a closed-form C' function such that its first derivatives can be computed everywhere. Dividing (17) by llyll(d,, then the equation represents a map from x to y. If I~xII(~, is strictly convex, the inverse map exists and the equation (17) can be solved for the components of x in terms of that of y. By taking the (p)-norm of x from its components and setting it to unity, an expression for Ilyllcd, is obtained in terms of the components of y. If ll~ll(~, contains a linear portion, the points on the linear portion maps to a single point on llyll(d,. The map is no longer one-to-one but construction of the dual norm can still proceed.
In a previous section, we have verified the Holder inequality (10) without questioning the origin of the dual relation (9) of the Minkowski family of norms. For a given primal norm I(xII(~,(I < p < co), we shall now derive the form of its dual norm Ilyllcd, without resorting to (9) . Rewriting (12) by letting llxllP = 1 and k = Ilyllcd,, we have Yi = llYll~d~lXilp-l skn(xJ (24) from which we may solve for Ix;1
It is an easy matter to form llxllP f rom the components Xi and to obtain
From the above equation
is obtained to give the explicit form of ll~ll(~, in terms of yi and the information of the primal norm. Now letting p/(p -1) = q, we confirm the dual relation (9) and conclude
as the dual norm for the primal norm llxllp. Construction of the dual norms for other nonEuclidean C' primal norms are analogous.
Co NORMS
The cases p = 1, 00 correspond to Co norms which are not differentiable in the usual sense at certain values of the independent variable. They can be regarded as the limiting cases and the inequality (4) is also confirmed from the above analysis with the values q = 00, 1 obtained for the corresponding dual norms by taking limits from the p-norms in C'. Although there is no mathematical difficulty to demonstrate the generalized Holder inequality and its normality relation for Co norms, it is desirable to offer an interpretation for the theorem at those points where the norm function is not differentiable.
We shall call those points the vertices of a norm. Consider again the example in R2 shown in Fig. 1 . The gradient of llxjlm has only four distinctive values (1, 0), (0, I), ( -1, 0) and (0, -1) each evaluated along a respective edge DA, AB, BC and CD on the unit circle of the primal norm as shown in Fig. 3a .
These four values are shown as four points A', B', C' and D' in Fig. 3b on the "unit circle" of the dual norm, ]lyllcd, = 1, yet to be constructed.
Since the dual norm must be a convex and continuous function, these four points must be connected. Let us connect the four points by straight lines to form a diamond A'B'C'D'.
Then no points of the "unit circle" should fall inside the diamond or the dual norm function would be non-convex.
There exist, of course, convex functions passing through these four points but outside the diamond. We shall show that they cannot be the dual norm function either. Since duality is symmetric, the dual norm of the dual norm is the primal norm and the symmetric normality relations are given in (11) . The gradient of the dual norm on the "unit circle" Ilyll~d, = 1 must fall on the unit circle (the square ABCD) of the primal norm. The diamond, satisfying this condition, is the correct dual unit circle. The concept of a norm is not restricted to vectors. There are matrix norms [6] , function norms and operator norms [7] . We shall limit our discussion to finite dimensional spaces therefore only vector and matrix norms are discussed. An m x n matrix can be thought of as an mnvector. A matrix norm has the same properties as that of the vector norms. It can be either induced by a vector norm [6] or independently defined. The norms defined on stress matrices in the theory of plasticity are mathematical models of yield behavior based on experimental results and certain physical principles [lOa, b] .
In plasticity, the natural primal variable is the stress denoted by o E R3 x 3, a real symmetric 3 x 3 matrix representing the state of force per unit area at a point in the material. Since there exists no real material that is infinitely strong, the strength of a material can be modeled by a bound 
where a1 and a2 are the eigenvalues of the plane stress matrix in (30) and ]I -11" denotes the von Mises norm. Another yield function named after Tresca [8] is physically more precise but is less used because of its non-smoothness.
When applied to the plane stress matrix, it takes the form II4 = mWlaIl, Id, Ia1 -02lL
where the Tresca norm lIalIT can also be expressed in terms of the stress components [8] . One may not find these norms in a mathematics book since they are derived from physical considerations.
Nevertheless, they are valid norms or seminorms according to the conditions in (15).
The dual variable in the context of plasticity is the strain rate t, also a 2 x 2 symmetric matrix for the plane stress case. The inner product (a, E) of the two matrices appears frequently in the field of mechanics. From the physical principle of nonnegative dissipation, a conclusion [9] was reached that the plastic strain rate matrix is a constant multiple of the gradient of the yield function arranged in the form of a matrix, that is
where the gradient is taken with respect to each of the stress components in (30). This is known as the normality relation in plasticity.
Using the mathematical argument of a sharp upper bound, we reach the same conclusion as that in [9] . A fundamental inequality for the mathematical theory of plasticity is established as I@, 4 5 lI~II~P~II~ll~d~ (34) which is the matrix version of the theorem presented in this paper for a general pair of primal and dual norms. Equality holds if the normality relation (33) is satisfied.
For the von Mises and Tresca primal norms, the corresponding dual norms on the plastic strain rate E in terms of its eigenvalues er and e2 are (35) respectively. They are derived from the corresponding primal norms in (31) and (32) by the constructive process described earlier. Since II -IIT is a Co norm, interpretation of its gradient need be done in a generalized sense for the construction of its dual II* 11 I .
In [l la], we have introduced a parametric family of (,Q-norms for the moment matrix M in the plate problems 
is the appropriate dual norm. Using these paired non-Euclidean norms in plasticity and the generalized Holder inequality, we have established several minimax (duality) theorems for certain structural and manufacturing problems. The results can be found in [l la -d] . Since they preceded this paper, the claims to the generalized Holder inequality were only implicit and its use was less mature. Nevertheless, the patterns emerged from these results inspired the theorem presented in this paper.
A remark
There is a footnote to be added. We discovered another remarkable property of primal-dual relation after this paper was written. Namely, the dual norm of the gradient of the primal norm always equals to unity, that is l<p<oo, can be easily computed.
